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1 Introduction (Why) 

The rapid increase in demand for Blockchain technologies during the last few years has 
resulted in a significant shortage of skilled Blockchain developers. This issue has been 
proven a serious obstacle for enterprises planning to integrate Blockchain technology in 
their business. The lack of highly trained Blockchain personnel discourages companies 
from adopting the specific technology. Alternative solutions, such as training the 
existing personnel, may seem extremely ambitious and risky in most cases, particularly 
when Blockchain may not be a necessity for the company in the long run, but rather an 
optional technology to try in the short term. 
 
From the developer’s point of view, an investment in learning Blockchain technology can 
always be a risk, since the level of maturity of Blockchain technology cannot yet 
guarantee a long term career in this domain. Moreover, the excessive variety of 
Blockchain implementations together with the complexity of tools and programming 
languages add an extra burden to the learning curve for developers. 
 
As a result, this conflicting situation causes a difficulty to develop brilliant ideas, even 
by IT companies which could bring a game changing solution to the market. It affects 
the feasibility, time to market, quality and cost of the delivery of any Blockchain-based 
idea. 
  
Therefore, in order to encourage the development of Blockchain solutions, we are 
investing in new ways to narrow the gap between supply and demand of Blockchain 
developers in the IT market. Thus, we are envisioning a development environment 
where Blockchain integration could be made possible with minimum development 
resources and less skillful personnel. Our principal goal is to create an all-in-one 
solution, where the underlying complexity of a Blockchain system is hidden and the 
development of a solution on top of a Blockchain infrastructure is transparent and as 
easy as implementing a web interface.  
 

1.1 About this deliverable 

This deliverable is the first cycle of a software prototype and is the outcome of Task 4.1 
“Web platform and service endpoints”. The software prototype is accompanied by this 
short document, which provides a description of the approach we used to define the 
different functionalities of the platform and its architecture, along with the description 
of the first version of Bloomen platform. The platform is built based on a user-friendly 
solution, following open design principles. 
 
The next iteration of this deliverable, the second cycle, will be delivered in M32. 
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1.2 Document Structure 

The document provides a general description of the platform in Section 2, while in 
Section 3 it presents the design of the platform, giving details about the methodology 
we followed and the API specifications and definition. Section 4 provides details about 
the Platform Implementation, while Section 5 contains the conclusions and the plans for 
the next iteration. 
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2 General Description of the Bloomen Platform (What) 

We start with a solution to bring together the three use cases of the Bloomen project, 
covering a wide set of requirements related to the copyright management of the 
Creative Industry, a domain in which Blockchain technology fits like a glove due to the 
added value it offers: transparency, security, trustless transactions and immutability. 
 
What we offer is an established Blockchain infrastructure enriched with smart contracts 
dedicated to cover the business needs of the Creative Industry regarding copyright 
management. In order to meet the needs of any complex business scenario, we also 
provide an off-chain traditional backend using a conventional database. This will 
implement the parts of the business logic which Blockchain cannot support, like privacy 
and access management. Finally, all the available functionality will be exposed as a set 
of methods to interact with the blockchain. This will be offered by means of a RESTful 
API, which acts as a language-agnostic façade, hiding the complexity of the underlying 
solution. As a result, any web developer can use this facility in order to build a fully 
functional business solution on top of Blockchain, even with zero to minimal knowledge 
on Blockchain Technology fundamentals. 
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3 Bloomen Platform Design (How) 

 

3.1 Methodology 

 

3.1.1 Design 

The workflow carried out for the design of the API took place collaboratively in two 
phases:  
 

● phase a: Based on the user requirements defined in D2.2 for each use case 
(Photo, WebTV, Music), we have organised several calls in order to understand 
the big picture for each of them. The bilateral calls have been arranged mainly 
between the integration team implementing the platform and the owners of each 
pilot. The discussions continued during the plenary meeting, with all partners 
participating in a brainstorming session, where we have finalised the big picture 
of the platform and we have started recording the basic group of methods 
needed.  
 

● phase b: By sharing a live document in Google Drive together with the common 
space at Bloomen Confluence wiki, we have started populating a list with all the 
needed methods for each pilot. We have also tried to map each method on one 
or multiple use cases. Finally, we have realised that there is an overlap between 
methods and tried to merge several redundant HTTP requests. 

 

3.1.2 Implementation 

Agile Process 
 
Regarding the implementation, we continue following an agile methodology based on bi-
weekly iterations named Sprints. We are internally using the Asana collaboration 
platform, which allows us to work on Kanban-style boards. This is also used for bug-
tracking as error database, also for maintenance purposes. 
 
A typical Kanban board used for a running Sprint is found in the screenshot of Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Kanban board used for a running Sprint 

 
Code Versioning  
 
We are also using an internal gitlab for code versioning, a code repo which supports the 
git protocol. When we have a new release, we push/move the code to the open source 
repository of github.  
 

 
Figure 2: Bloomen repository 

 

Continuous Integration - Automated Deployment 
 
For the purposes of Continuous Integration and automatic deployment, we have created 
specific jobs on Jenkins. The jobs are configured to run on demand, however, we can 
also reuse the same build jobs. 
 

 
Figure 3: Automated Deployment 
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Development Tools/IDE 
 
For the development, we decided to use Truffle, a development environment, testing 
framework and asset pipeline for blockchains using the Ethereum Virtual Machine 
(EVM).  
 

3.2 API Specifications 

The first step for defining the API is to break down the functionality of each use case 
and record all the necessary methods with the appropriate mapping. This is found in the 
following table, taken from Bloomen Confluence common space. As seen in the first 
column, a high level description of the method is provided, while in the next columns we 
have indicated if this method is applicable in any of the three known use cases. We 
have divided the methods in two main categories, the ones related to the web 
functionality of each pilot and the ones related to platform governance features. 

 

Web Functionalities Photo WebTV Music 

Upload content X X X 

Buy content X X  

Describe content (metadata) X  X 

Browse content X X X 

Search content X  X 

View content X X X 

View balance of wallet    

View transactions of the user X X X 

Write/define copyright information X  X 
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Update copyright information X  X 

Browse /search content and copyrights X  X 

Claim copyrights X  X 

Confirm copyrights X  X 

Link and merge musical assets   X 

Define Smart Contract X X  

View Smart Contract X   

Deploy Smart Contract X   

    

Platform governance functionalities:    

Create/delete users X  X 

Distribute public keys   X 

Manage user profile X  X 

CRUD (Create Reade Update Delete) - Authorization scheme   X 

KYC functionalities X  X 

 
Table 1: Different functionalities offered by Bloomen platform 

 
Secondly, we have started populating a live excel sheet with the detailed description of 
each method, breaking down the high level description into a more detailed set of 
requests which also include a specification of the exchanged models and parameters.  
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3.2.1 Available sets of methods 

Asset (photo, music, video) management methods 
The term “asset” is a generic term including any type of digital item that can be 
supported by the platform. In the scope of the three pilots it involves musical snippets, 
photos and videos. It may extend to other digital products in the future. The Asset 
Management Methods are related to searching/browsing and editing assets. There are 
requirements to either upload full metadata of an asset to Blockchain or store a basic 
structure and keep the rest to a conventional database. The binary file can be stored on 
client’s premises and we can expose only a link, or upload to Amazon S3 cloud storage. 
We also take into account the support of full text search functionality with the use of 
Apache Solr, while we are still discussing the possibility of merging methods, so further 
elaboration of this task is required. 

 API method API method params Function 

Upload Asset 

Upload asset (+ 

metadata on DB) binary file, metadata (JSON) 

upload file to s3, save 

metadata to db, save 

hash to blockchain 

Upload Asset 

Upload asset (+ 

metadata on 

Blockchain) binary file, metadata (JSON) 

upload file to s3, save 

metadata to blockchain, 

save hash to blockchain 

Upload Asset 

Upload asset (+ 

metadata on 

Blockchain) hash, metadata (JSON) 

save metadata to db, 

save hash to blockchain 

or DB 

Edit Asset 

Update Asset 

metadata   

Edit Asset Remove Asset   

Browsing/Searching 

Assets List/Filter assets 

filters, ordering (NEED TO 

DEFINE) 

get asset urls + metadata 

from db 

Browsing/Searching 

Assets Search asset keyword or search string 

get asset urls + metadata 

from db 

Browsing/Searching 

Assets View asset asset id 

get asset url + metadata 

from db 

Full-Text Search Search by text 

(TO MERGE) could be merged 

with browsing/searching  

Access Management 

Manage Access 

Rights 

(TO MERGE) could be part of 

the asset metadata  

Access Management 

Check Access 

Rights 

(TO MERGE) could be part of 

search/browse/view  

 
Table 2: Asset Management Methods 
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Cryptocurrency related methods 
 
This group of methods is covering everything related to crypto currency payments like 
checking your wallet balance or transferring funds to another wallet address. Moreover, 
it implements the needs for asset purchasing. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

Cyrptocurrency/

Micropayments Purchase asset asset id 

execute smart contract to 

change asset ownership, 

update metadata and 

copyright info in db 

Cyrptocurrency/

Micropayments 

Transfer funds to 

address wallet address, amount X 

move X amount to 

address 

Cyrptocurrency/

Micropayments View balance of wallet   

Cyrptocurrency/

Micropayments View Transactions   

 
Table3: Cryptocurrency related methods 

 
Reputation management (upvoting/downvoting) 
 
This set of methods is derived from a requirement to build a self-regulated community 
by allowing members to upvote and downvote others, thus affect their reputation and 
credibility. This set of methods is still under development. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

Reputation 

Management Rate uploader uploader hash, upvote/downvote 

changes uploaders 

reputation score, only 

possible after a purchase 

Reputation 

Management Rate asset uploader hash, upvote/downvote 

changes uploaders 

reputation score, only 

possible after a purchase 

 
Table 4: Reputation Management methods 

 
Know Your Customer (KYC) workflow methods 
 
The KYC workflow methods are a requirement for the core KYC functionality of the 
platform. The need to verify platform users’ identity and spread the knowledge 
throughout the platform is supported by simple methods, like uploading KYC 
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documents and approving/rejecting a KYC request. Currently, a simple workflow is 
supported. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

KYC 

Create KYC request 

(user) user KYC info 

saves the request in db 

with "pending" status 

KYC 

Get KYC requests 

(admin)  

lists "pending" KYC 

requests 

KYC 

Approve/Decline 

KYC request (admin) KYC request id 

changes KYC request 

status to "approved" or 

"declined" and saves the 

admin who made the call 

 
Table 5: KYC methods 

 
User management methods 
 
These methods fit the needs for users and organisation management. Methods like 
login, registration, profile update as well as organisation membership editing cover a full 
set of features required for user management. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

User Management 

Create organisation 

(e.g. publisher) organisation data 

creates a new 

organisation in db, save 

a user as organisation 

admin 

User Management 

Invite organisation 

member (org admin) email 

sends invitation for 

organisation membership 

to given email 

User Management 

Add user to 

organisation   

User Management Login user user auth data  

User Management Register user (user) user auth data  

User Management Find User userID  

User Management List Users filters, ordering  

User Management Update User Profile user profile info  

 
Table 6: User Management methods 
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Copyrights management methods 
 
Copyright related methods fit mostly to the music use case, where the copyright 
ownership of a music asset is shared between different entities with a different 
percentage. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

Copyrights 

Management 

Claim Copyrights for 

an asset   

Copyrights 

Management 

Confirm Copyrights 

for an asset   

Copyrights 

Management Link Assets   

Copyrights 

Management Add % ownership   

 
Table 7: Copyrights Management methods 

 
Licensing and contract management methods 
 
This set of methods meet the requirements for specific definition of contract terms for 
each asset available for sale. There is a discussion regarding moving and merging 
these methods inside Asset Management methods, since the latter can cover this 
functionality as well. 
 

 API method API method params Function 

Licensing-Contract 

Management 

Define Contract 

Terms covered in asset management  

Licensing-Contract 

Management 

View Contract 

Terms covered in asset management  

Licensing-Contract 

Management 

Deploy Contract 

Terms covered in asset management  

 
Table 8: Licensing and Contract Management methods 

 
System wide methods - Statistics methods 
 
This approach is an attempt to cover all the system wide methods. For the moment, we 
have only predefined methods to keep and retrieve statistics regarding the platform 
usage. 
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 API method API method params Function 

Statistics View Statistics   

 
Table 9: Statistics methods 

 
 

3.3 API Definition v1.0 

The API is described with Swagger open source tool and can be found at the following 
URL: https://bloomen.herokuapp.com/api-docs#/. 
  
The v1.0 of the API consists of the following set of methods, grouped in resources 
which follow the REST API conventions. 
  

3.3.1 Authentication Controller 

The Authentication Controller consists of the methods needed for authentication, 
registration and forgot password workflow. 
 

 
Figure 4: Authentication Controller 

 

 

3.3.2 Invitation Controller 

The Invitation Controller consists of the methods needed for managing invitations of 
new members to an organisation, while the organisation entity is needed when more 
than one persons need to share a common wallet and storage. 
 

 
Figure 5: Invitation Controller 

 
 
 
 

https://bloomen.herokuapp.com/api-docs#/
https://bloomen.herokuapp.com/api-docs#/
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3.3.3 Personal Profile Controller 

The Personal Profile Controller is a controller responsible for the personal space of 
each user. It involves: 

● updating personal data and password,  
● managing photos (or other media assets) and  
● get information about the authenticating user belonging organisation.  

 

 
Figure 6: Personal Profile Controller 

 
 

3.3.4 Organisations Controller 

The Organisations Controller provides a GET method to fetch the details of an 
organisation combined with blockchain data (wallet balance), by providing the 
organisation’s id. 
 

 
Figure 7: Organisations Controller 

 
 

3.3.5 Photos Controller 

In practice, the Photos controller handles any transaction regarding media assets, 
however we have used the word photo since it was first designed to cover the news use 
case - the namespaces will be updated during v2.0.  
 
Using Photos Controller, the client may: 

● fetch information about media assets,  
● upload a new asset,  
● browse through available assets and  
● purchase an existing asset. 
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Figure 8: Photos Controller 

 
 

3.3.6 Transactions Controller 

The Transactions Controller consists of GET methods to fetch information about 
executed transactions, mostly related to copyright updates and payments received. 
 

 
Figure 9: Transactions Controller 

 
 

3.3.7 Users Controller 

The Users Controller tries to cover the KYC needs for the platform. By consuming the 
methods given, the client may upload documents related to KYC, while credible users of 
the platform can approve or reject a KYC request and thus, participate in a full KYC 
workflow used for verification purposes. 
 

 
Figure 10: Users Controller 
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3.3.8 Data Transfer Objects (DTOs) 

In Swagger URL we also provide the description of all the involved DTOs (Data Transfer 
Objects) which define the domain layer of the platform.  
 
The most indicative DTOs are provided in the following images: 
 
Transaction Domain Model 
 

 
 

Figure 11: Transactions Domain Model 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bloomen.herokuapp.com/api-docs#/authentication/post_auth_forgot
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Invitation Domain Model 
 

 
Figure 12: Invitation Domain Model 

 

 
Photo Upload DTO 
 

 
Figure 13: Photo Upload DTO 
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Photo 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Photo 
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4 Implementation 

 

4.1 Architecture and Technology Stack 

The technology stack and the architecture of the Bloomen platform is depicted in the 
following diagram. As seen in this, the backend is split in two parts; Off-Chain part and 
On-Chain part.  
 

 
 

Figure 15: Platform Architecture and Technology Stack 
  

The Off-Chain part consists of the Data Storage layer controlled by a Node.js 
application, built with Express.js web framework which also exposes a RESTful API. 
MongoDB is an object storage, used mainly for storing the non-blockchain data, while  
Apache Solr server is used as a full-text search engine, for the use cases where full-text-
search is needed. Everything in this part is hosted in Heroku PaaS on top of Amazon 
Web Services and as a repository for binary files we are using the Amazon S3 cloud 
storage. 
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The On-Chain part of the backend includes the Blockchain infrastructure, which is based 
on Quorum instance running inside Alastria ecosystem. A set of smart contracts is pre-
installed on the Blockchain, written in Solidity. The communication with the Blockchain 
is implemented in javascript with the web3.js library. 
  
Regarding the payments, we are using an ERC223 crypto token which, for the current 
version, is reusable among the different pilots. In the future, adding more tokens is 
possible, depending on the specifications of the applications served. 
  
A façade layer is responsible for synchronising the calls between the Off-Chain and On-
Chain part of the backend. It is also exposing a RESTful API to be consumed by any 
pilot application using the Bloomen platform, starting with the three pilots of the project: 
Music, Photo and WebTV use cases.   
  
Regarding security, a powerful authentication mechanism has been designed and 
implemented by using JWT tokens on every call, letting all transactions be stateless. 
Following the RESTful principles, we do not store a session for the client applications. 
Instead, we exchange on every request a server-signed JWT token, which is normally 
preserved in the browser’s local storage and is passed inside the Authorisation header 
of the HTTP request. With the JWT token, the server side can authenticate the sender of 
a request and can ensure that the request is valid and authorised. 
  
Although we highly recommend all external applications to use the Bloomen API, there 
might be use cases where it is important to interact directly with the Blockchain with the 
use of web3 or other library. We should note that we do not encourage developers doing 
this, but it is still supported by the platform. This will allow developers to extend existing 
functionality to the tailored needs of any business logic. 
  
Finally, an Admin UI as well as a Digital Wallet built in a cross platform technology will 
be parts of the platform, used as facilitators for the integration of new components and 
the configuration of new use cases.  
 

4.2 Workflows 

The backend node.js code is responsible for synchronising the various components. For 
the sake of simplicity and efficiency, the workflow takes place in a synchronous way, so 
we avoid long polling or socket connections. A typical example of a workflow is the 
upload asset workflow which is depicted in the following UML sequence diagram. 
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Figure 16: Upload Asset UML 
 
 

A relatively complex workflow is also the execution of a purchase transaction. For the 
sake of simplicity we do not get into the details of smart contract execution. The 
sequence of calls is seen in the UML diagram below. 
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Figure 17: Purchase Asset UML 

 
 

4.3 Open Source Code Repository 

Bloomen Platform 
 
We have decided as consortium to offer the project as open source, so we have 
uploaded the full code in a github repository at the URL:  
https://github.com/atcilab/bloomen-platform.  
 
Instructions about the installation of the project can be found at the same directory.  

https://github.com/atcilab/bloomen-platform
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Figure 18: The Bloomen Platform backend 
 

Smart-Contracts 
 
A set of smart contracts has been built and deployed onto the Blockchain with the 
usage of the following technology stack: 
 

● Remix IDE - The IDE used for smart contract development 
● Ganache - Local blockchain used for gas estimations & debugging 
● web3.js - The library used for communicating with the blockchain 
● Atom - Used for creating the back-end snippets 

 

https://remix.ethereum.org/#optimize=true&version=soljson-v0.4.20+commit.3155dd80.js
http://truffleframework.com/ganache/
https://github.com/ethereum/web3.js/
https://atom.io/
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So, in addition to the bloomen-platform which exposes the code used for the backend 
and Blockchain communication, we also provide the smart contracts deployed in the 
Blockchain at another github repository: https://github.com/atcilab/Smart-contract.  
 
The details and the instructions about the latter one are also given with a “Readme” file 
inside the repository. 
 
Although this code is not part of the API, it is useful in order to reveal the functionality of 
the Smart-Contracts in case a developer wants to set up a different installation of 
Blockchain and slightly refine the business rules of the specific installation. 
 
Crypto Token 
 
For the purposes of payments, we are using a PRM Token which is an example ERC223 

that also includes the functions used by the PRM address. 
 
Some indicative structures and methods are also copied below: 
 
Asset Model (here initially created for photos) 
 

 
Figure 19: Photo Asset 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://github.com/atcilab/Smart-contract
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Upload asset 

 
Figure 20: Upload Asset 

 
Set asset available for selling 

 
Figure 21: Photo Sale 

 

Purchase usage rights for an asset 

 
Figure 22: Purchase Usage Rights  
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5 Conclusions-Next Steps 

The work so far developed has led us to the starting point of the platform which is v1.0. 
The goal is to eventually reach a fully functional platform, covering a wide set of 
requirements for building Blockchain based applications related to Copyright 
Management for the Creative Industry. To achieve this, all the Bloomen consortium 
needs to continue the intensive work in a collaborative manner. We have established the 
infrastructure, the collaborative environment and the methodology to keep working 
efficiently on this sub-project of Bloomen.  
 
During the following period, we are planning to populate the list of API methods with a 
more detailed set of functions in order to extend the functionality towards all the areas 
that we need to cover. The use of the live spreadsheet will continue as well as the 
brainstorming events between all the involved members of the consortium. In parallel, 
we are going to continue evolving the actual platform with extra methods and 
refactoring the existing ones, aiming at better scalability, performance and stability. We 
will release intermediate (minor) versions only in the case of bug-fixing or in the case of 
major updates in the functionality. Other than that, the plan is to release the v2.0 
focusing on the full integration of all the three pilots (use cases) of Bloomen. The 
integration of the fully functional use cases on top of the platform will, at first sight, 
signal the successful achievement of the platform’s goal. However, the real success of 
the platform will be proven by the integration of third party pilots.  
 
The real vision of the Bloomen platform is primarily to help Blockchain community 
evolve in an efficient way and facilitate the development of new ideas and business 
models in the scope of Copyright Management. At the same time, the Bloomen platform 
will be also capable to offer a sustainable business model, where the platform itself will 
be able to make revenue by offering a Blockchain-as-a-Service feature to companies 
and developers, charged on a pay-as-you-go scheme. 
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